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Important notice and disclaimer

This presentation (Presentation) is dated November 2020 and has been prepared by Plexure Group Limited, New Zealand company number 244518, ARBN 605 696 820 (Plexure or the Company). The Presentation has been prepared primarily in

connection with an offer of fully paid ordinary shares in the Company (New Shares), and the Company’s application for admission to the official list of ASX Limited (Offer).

Information in this Presentation

The information in this Presentation is of a general background nature, is in summary form and does not purport to be complete. It does not contain all information relevant or necessary for an investment decision or that would be required to be included

in a prospectus or other disclosure document under the Corporations Act for an offer of securities in Australia or in any other jurisdiction. The content of this Presentation is provided as at the date of this Presentation (unless otherwise stated). The

information in this Presentation is subject to change without notice and, subject only to any legal obligation to do so, Plexure does not have any obligation to correct or update the contents of this Presentation.

Not a prospectus or an offer of securities

This Presentation is for information purposes only. This Presentation is not a prospectus or any other form of offering document under Australian law (and will not be lodged with the Australian Securities Investments Commission (ASIC) or with ASX 

Limited (ASX)) or under the law of any other jurisdiction in which an offer of New Shares may be received. This Presentation is not, and does not constitute, an invitation, offer or recommendation of securities for subscription, purchase or sale in any 

jurisdiction and must not be relied upon as such, and does not and will not form any part of any contract or commitment for the acquisition of New Shares. This Presentation also does not form the basis of any contract or commitment to issue, sell or 

apply for securities in Plexure or any of its subsidiaries. Plexure will not prepare and lodge a prospectus with ASIC or any other securities regulator in relation to the Offer. 

Past performance

Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

Future performance

The Presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements”. The words “forecast”, "expect", "anticipate", "estimate", "intend", "believe", "guidance", "should", "could", "may", "will", "predict", "plan" and other similar expressions are intended to identify

forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this Presentation are based on

assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice and involve known and unknown risks and certainties and other factors which are beyond the control of Plexure, and its directors and management, and may involve significant

elements of subjective judgement and assumptions as to future events which may or may not be correct. This includes statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. In particular, some of

the market data was prepared before the onset of COVID-19, the final economic effect of which is currently not possible to predict with any certainty. Consequently, while the Company has no reason to believe that the markets to which the data relates

will not return to the operating levels experienced before COVID-19, the impact of COVID-19 (if any) on the market data that is referenced is not possible to currently predict with any certainty and investors are cautioned against placing undue reliance

on such data.

Forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Actual results, performance or achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied in

such statements and any projections and assumption on which these statements are based. Recipients are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the

accuracy, likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any forecasts, prospects, returns or statements in relation to future matters contained in this Presentation. The forward looking statements are based on information available to Plexure as at the

date of this Presentation. Except as required by law or regulation, none of Plexure, its representatives or advisers undertakes any obligation to provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of a change in expectations or

assumptions, new information, future events or results or otherwise. Indications of, and guidance or outlook on, future earnings or financial position or performance are also forward looking statements.
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Important notice and disclaimer (cont’d)

Restriction on distribution

The distribution of this Presentation (including an electronic copy) outside Australia may be restricted by law. Any recipient of this Presentation who is outside Australia must seek advice on and observe any such restrictions. Recipients of this 

Presentation in the Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong and Singapore should carefully read the “Foreign selling restrictions” section in this Presentation. This Presentation may not be reproduced or published, in whole or in part, 

for any purpose without the prior written permission of Plexure.

Not for release or distribution in the United States of America

This Presentation may not be distributed or released (including in electronic format) in the United States of America. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States of America or 

any other jurisdiction in which such an offer would be illegal. The New Shares referred to in this Presentation have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (Securities Act) or the securities laws of any state or other 

jurisdiction of the United States of America. Accordingly, the New Shares under the Placement may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America, unless they have been registered under the Securities Act (which Plexure 

has no obligation to do or procure) or are offered and sold in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and any other applicable securities laws, of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States of 

America. The New Shares under the Offer may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United States.

Information is not financial or product advice

This Presentation is not, and is not intended to constitute, financial advice, or an offer invitation, solicitation or recommendation to acquire Plexure shares or any other financial products in any jurisdiction. The information contained in this Presentation 

has been prepared without taking account of any person’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs and nothing contained in this Presentation constitutes investment, legal, tax  or other advice. The information provided in this 

Presentation may not be suitable for an investor’s specific needs and should not be relied upon by an investor in substitution of it obtaining independent advice. An investor is solely responsible for forming its own opinions and conclusions on such 

matters and the market and for making its own independent assessment of the information provided. Any investment decision should be made solely on the basis of the investor’s own enquiries and it should consider whether such an investment is 

appropriate to its particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information included in this Presentation or on its accuracy or completeness. Plexure is not licensed to 

provide financial product advice in respect of the New Shares. 

An investment in securities is subject to known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of Plexure and its directors, including, possible loss of income and principal invested. Plexure does not warrant or represent that the information in 

this Presentation is free from errors, omissions or misrepresentations or is suitable for an investor’s intended use. Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, Plexure accepts no responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or 

expense (whether direct, or indirect, consequential, exceptional or special damages including but not limited to loss of revenue, profits, time, goodwill, data, anticipated savings, opportunity, business reputation, future reputation, production or profit, any 

delay costs, economic loss or damage) incurred by an investor as a result of any error, omission or misrepresentation in this Presentation. Plexure does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of Plexure, nor does it guarantee any

particular tax treatment.

Financial information

The Financial Information has been prepared in accordance with the recognition and measurement principles prescribed by the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in New Zealand which complies with the International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) and with New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS). The Financial Information is presented in an abbreviated form. It does not include all of the presentation and disclosures required by the 

IFRS or NZ IFRS and other mandatory professional reporting requirements applicable to general purpose financial reports prepared in accordance with the Corporations Act or New Zealand law. All financial amounts contained in this Presentation are 

expressed in New Zealand currency, unless otherwise stated. Any discrepancies between totals and sums of components in tables contained in this Presentation are due to rounding.

Third party information and market data

The views expressed in this Presentation contain information that has been derived from independent third party reports, research, clinical papers, surveys or publicly available sources that have not been independently verified by Plexure or its 

advisers. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information.
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Important notice and disclaimer (cont’d)

Disclaimer

No party, including the Joint Lead Manager Parties (defined below), other than Plexure has authorised or caused the issue, lodgement, submission, dispatch or provision at the end of this Presentation, or takes any responsibility for, or makes or 

purports to make any statements, representations or undertakings in this Presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Plexure (including its subsidiaries, related bodies corporate, shareholders, affiliates, advisers and agents): disclaims all 

responsibility and liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault, negligence or negligent misstatement) for any loss arising from this Presentation or reliance on anything contained in or omitted from it or otherwise arising in

connection with this Presentation; disclaims any obligations or undertaking to release any updates or revision to the information in this Presentation to reflect any change in expectations or assumptions; and does not make any representation or 

warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness of the information in this Presentation or the likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statement or any event or results expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement.

Neither Bell Potter Securities Limited or Ord Minnett Limited (the Joint Lead Managers), nor any of their affiliates, related bodies corporate (as that term is defined in the Corporations Act), nor their respective directors, employees, officers, 

representatives, agents, partners, consultants and advisers (together the Joint Lead Manager Parties), make any recommendation as to whether you or your related parties should participate in the Offer nor do they make any representations or 

warranties, express or implied, to you concerning the Offer or any such information, and you represent, warrant and agree that you have not relied on any statements made by the Joint Lead Manager Parties in relation to the New Shares, this 

Presentation or the Offer generally. 

Further, none of the Joint Lead Manager Parties accept any fiduciary obligations to or relationship with you, any investor or potential investor in connection with the Offer or otherwise. The Joint Lead Manager Parties may, from time to time, have 

interests in the shares or other securities of Plexure, including by providing investment banking services to Plexure. Further, they may act as market maker or buy or sell those securities or associated derivatives as principal or agent, and may earn 

brokerage, fees or other benefits from Plexure. The Joint Lead Managers will receive fees for acting in their capacity as joint lead managers and potential underwriters to the Offer.

Acceptance

By attending a presentation or briefing, or accepting, accessing or reviewing this Presentation you acknowledge and agree to the terms set out in this section of the Presentation titled ‘Important notice and disclaimer’. This Presentation may not be 

reproduced or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written permission of Plexure.
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Presenters

Phil Norman Craig Herbison Andrew Dalziel

Independent Non-

Executive Chairman

Phil is a specialist in 

business services for high 

growth companies. He was 

the founding Chairman of 

Xero, one of NZ’s most 

successful technology 

companies of recent times

CEO & Director

Craig is an internationally 

experienced leader with over 

20 years of digital and brand 

marketing, business 

transformation, sales and 

corporate leadership 

experience

Chief Financial Officer

Andrew has worked in a range 

of CFO and senior financial 

roles with strong experience in 

publicly traded companies. 

More recently Andrew has 

specialised in working with 

technology start ups
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Plexure is a global mobile engagement platform…

 Leading international mobile customer engagement platform 

provider

 Employees in Tokyo, London, Copenhagen, Connecticut, Chicago, 

Atlanta, Austin, Scottsdale and Auckland, servicing McDonald’s in 

59 global markets, White Castle in the US, Super Indo in Indonesia 

and Loyalty NZ in New Zealand

 Plexure enables consumer brands in high-frequency physical 

environments such as grocery, quick service restaurants (QSR), 

fuel, convenience and retail to deliver personalised engagement to 

customers at scale via their mobile devices

 Enterprise scale platform, with approximately 200 million users 

receiving 740 million push messages per month, across 60 

countries and content in 40 languages

 Currently listed on the New Zealand Stock Exchange (PLX.NZX) 

and headquartered in New Zealand with 157 staff across its offices

Plexure enables brands to engage with their consumers through personalised offers

210 million
users on the platform

60
countries

6.4 billion
API calls per month

740 million
messages per month

40
different languages

157
staff
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 Highly visible consumer brands with predictable, high-frequency sales 

from both online and offline channels

 Threatened by the emergence of new business models and highly 

scalable online platforms

 Customer online migration exacerbated by COVID-19, limiting margins 

already under pressure with bulk discounts

…helping retailers threatened by the digital migration of consumer-
spending 

Brands use Plexure to increase customer number and visit frequency, increase average transaction values, 
increase share of wallet and improved customer satisfaction scores

 Connects consumers with physical stores through personalised offers

 Embeds personalisation capability into the brand’s new or existing 

mobile apps 

 Provides actionable insights for marketers to engage consumers 

through near real-time prediction and relevance

 Uses personalisation and loyalty to create compelling product offers to 

keep consumers shopping

The Issue

The Plexure Solution
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Investment highlights

Large addressable 

market opportunity

Industry leading 

platform

Focus on large 

verticals

Platform validated 

through key partner

A leader in QSR

Positioned to transform 

the grocery business

Experienced Board, 

management and 

personnel

 Mobile customer engagement market was estimated to be US$4.4b in 2017, and is expected to increase to US$38.7b by 2023(1)

 Loyalty management was estimated to be US$1.9b in 2016, and is forecast to increase to over US$6.9b by 2023(1)

 Campaign platform with loyalty and personalisation tools to enable retailers to engage customers via a digital toolkit

 World-class developer experience using Plexure SDK to embed personalised offers into brands new or existing mobile apps

 Focus on the physical, high-frequency retail sector, including QSR and grocery verticals

‒ Global QSR industry is anticipated to grow to US$691b of revenue by 2022F (4.2% six-year CAGR from 2016)(1), (2)

‒ Global grocery industry is forecast to increase to US$8.3t in 2024F (4.4% five-year CAGR from 2019)(1)

 Since signing McDonald’s Netherlands in 2013, Plexure has grown across 59 McDonald’s markets and has formed a 

fundamental piece of McDonald’s global digital strategy

 In 2019, a subsidiary of McDonald’s Corporation purchased a 9.9% shareholding in Plexure

 Enables QSR brands to offer its customer a full digital experience including highly compelling personalised offers, loyalty 

programs and mobile ordering

 Provides a transformational solution to the grocery vertical, addressing key pain-points including bulk discounting, online 

ordering, COVID-19 online migration and aggressive new competitors

 Highly experienced and committed management team led by the CEO, Craig Herbison

 Complemented by strong Board led by its Chairman, Phil Norman (ex-Xero)

Leading international mobile customer engagement platform provider

Source: (1) “The Mobile Customer Engagement Market Report” commissioned from Frost & Sullivan by Plexure; (2) The Company’s agreement with McDonald’s Corporation may restrict the Company’s ability to 

onboard specific QSR consumer brands. Notwithstanding any restriction, the Company considers that a significant portion of the QSR mobile engagement market remains available to target.
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Large addressable market opportunity

Plexure operates across three rapidly growing segments, mobile customer engagement, loyalty 
management and mobile order & pay

Mobile customer 

engagement platforms

Loyalty management 

platforms
Mobile order & pay

4.4

38.7

2017A 2023F

1,931

6,955

2016A 2023F

 Interaction between a consumer and a 

brand through mobile

 Nascent and highly fragmented industry

 Estimated ~43% 6-year CAGR to 

~US$39b by 2023F

 Consumers accumulate points generated 

by purchases, which can be redeemed for 

rewards in the form of discounts and gifts

 ~90% of the Australian population is a 

member of at least one loyalty scheme 

and ~3.3b memberships in the U.S.

 Expenditure estimated ~20% 7-year 

CAGR to ~US$7.0t by 2023F

 Enables consumers to remotely order 

items for delivery, curbside or in-store, 

reducing time spent in-store

 Emerging application often addressed by 

in-house developments

 Anticipated to grow strongly, especially 

in the QSR sector, given the benefits and 

high degree of take-up of the solution by 

customers

In US$ billions In US$ billions

Source: “The Mobile Customer Engagement Market Report” commissioned from Frost & Sullivan by Plexure
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Quick Service Restaurants Grocery

Focus on large verticals

540

691

2016A 2022F

5,180
6,562

1,520

1,7506,700

8,312

2019A 2024F

 Highly competitive industry, and customer tastes and preferences can 

change quickly and unexpectedly

 Major operators are making significant investments in technologies to 

improve the customer experience including in AI and personalisation 

technologies

 Significant challenges including changing customer habits, intensifying 

competition (including from competitors with differing business models), and 

new technologies, such as AI and advanced analytics

 In response to these challenges, many grocery retailers are enhancing 

customer engagement – 93% of retail CEOs seeing personalised marketing 

as a priority

QSR industry revenue, 2016A and 2022F

US$b

Grocery industry revenue, 2019A and 2024F

US$b

U.S. Rest of World
Source: “The Mobile Customer Engagement Market Report” commissioned from Frost & Sullivan by Plexure 
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Plexure’s platform provides personalised content in real-time, to drive 
in-store and repeat visits

Plexure’s personalisation engine 
determines the right offer at the right time

Platform uses customer and contextual 
data sources to personalise content
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Portfolio of product capabilities allowing a brand to design, deliver and 
measure the effectiveness of engaging their customers

Platform consists of a range of product capabilities

Personalisation

Campaigns

Consumer care

Analytics

Mobile

Consumer App

Order & Pay

► Core of the Plexure platform – the engine that enables clients to configure the multiple data points that 

make up the personalised campaigns sent to their customers

► Interface for marketing teams to define, design and execute personalised marketing activities

► Features ability to deliver Plexure’s loyalty program capability, as well as personalised advertising content 

in the form of offers via banners, game pages and push notifications

► Account administration product to manage loyalty program, and access control and to resolve issues

► Results, analysis and customer insight for the client’s marketing and data insight teams, visualises the 

results in a customised dashboard, presents trends and return on investment data and other requested 

metrics

► Links Plexure’s mobile marketing functionality to the brand’s existing mobile app

► Plexure’s own mobile application if a client does not already have their own

► Mobile app that enables customers to browse, place orders and pay from anywhere using their mobile 

device 
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Consumer focused with US$1b+ in revenue and a physical presence to leverage

Plexure’s key targets within the predictable high-frequency 
physical retail vertical are QSR and grocery

Frequency of shop

Number of commonly

purchased items

Few

Many

Bi-weeklyWeeklyMonthlyBi-annually

Clothing &

apparel

Hospitality

Drug store

Sports goods

Electronic

Furniture

& bedding

White goods

Most attractive

Least attractive

Fuel c-storeRestaurant

Hardware

C-store

Fuel

Department

store

Hypermarket/

Super centre/

Wholesale

membership club

Big box pet supplies

Dollar stores

Discount

department store

Grocery

Predictable high-frequency physical retail

QSR
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Plexure helps solve Grocery business problems

Aggressive new 

competitors

Deepen relationships with your customers using targeted and 

individualised engagements that are highly relevant and valuable to 

them

COVID-19 switch to online grocery
Incentivise customers to re-establish previous behaviours of shopping 

in the physical store

Bulk discounting erodes profitability Influence shopper’s behaviour with targeted offers, when needed

Online ordering erodes margins 
Encourage consumers to visit the physical store through targeted 

offers only redeemable in-store
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Plexure’s clients by numbers

Locations

c.11,500 location across 

59 countries

182 locations within 

Indonesia

363 locations within the 

U.S.
New Zealand

Registered Customers

~209 million ~429,000 ~106,000 ~530,000

Offers redeemed / month

~59 million ~420,000 ~20,000 Offers to be implemented

Messages sent / month

~760 million
Messaging to be 

implemented

Messaging to be 

implemented
~37,000

Plexure has contractual partnerships with McDonald’s (QSR), Super Indo (Grocery), White Castle (QSR) 
and Loyalty NZ (Loyalty)
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McDonald’s has 

underpinned  

historical growth

Plexure began working with McDonald’s 

Netherlands in 2013, which led to the signing 

of a Master SaaS Agreement with 

McDonald’s Corporation in 2015

Since the SaaS Agreement was signed in 

2015 Plexure has added 58

McDonald’s markets as clients

Each market represents a separate customer 

contract under the SaaS Agreement

McDonald’s Japan is a separate

agreement

1 2
6 8

26

48

58 59

FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021
YTD
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20
Source: https://news.mcdonalds.com/news-

releases/news-release-details/mcdonalds-

announces-investment-new-zealand-based-plexure 

“Our mobile apps play a key role in our digital acceleration, allowing 

customers to interact with us on their terms in a personal, customized 

way. This investment is a testament to our belief in Plexure’s ability to 

deliver strong results for our business as well as the talent and 

technology they’ve cultivated.” ~April 2019

Former President and Chief Executive Officer of McDonald’s on 

making its investment into Plexure

Growth in McDonald’s markets since 2014 (includes Japan)

 Plexure Personalisation across all markets

 Loyalty services across nine markets


Additional eight markets implementing loyalty 

in Q4 2020
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McDonald’s Japan



~20m active users per month on 

the Japan mobile app and order 

& pay across 2,784 stores(1)

One of the largest McDonald’s 

markets globally by stores 

(2,909 stores in Japan)(2)

Plexure has helped McDonald’s Japan transform the purchase experience for millions of its customers, delivering 
seamless and personalised mobile engagement spanning offers, coupons, and mobile ordering and payment





Most comprehensive and 

scaled deployment of the 

Plexure solution

Driving significantly improved 

metrics across key business 

KPIs


Note: (1) As at end of August 2020; (2) As at 30 June 2020, http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000063908/fea3a523-303b-43df-830a-5228f5ee4148.pdf

http://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0000063908/fea3a523-303b-43df-830a-5228f5ee4148.pdf
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McDonald’s growth opportunities

Existing McDonald’s markets contain significant growth opportunities

22Note: Plexure does not operate in the corporately owned McDonald’s markets such as the U.S., Canada, UK, Germany, France and Australia, which are covered by a corporate owned solution. McDonald’s China or 

Russia are each covered by an internally developed proposition. Given the significant growth of opportunities outside of these markets Plexure has no current plans to compete with these offerings.

Upselling additional platform and product offers to existing McDonald’s customers

Secure new territories / countries

Development of new products

Increased user penetration
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The Super Indo launch has been successful

Represents Super Indo’s first step into personalised engagement, supporting its objective to transition from 
physical cards and generic bulk offers to digitised and personalised offers and loyalty



+55% increase in average basket spend 

for app-members vs non-members

1.7x member transaction frequency per 

month




42% of app members have redeemed in-

store

20% offer utilisation per transaction

4.6 stars from 1,200 Play Store reviews

Plexure launched the Super Indo App in July 2020… …and after only 8 weeks, has achieved 

strong results

107% of the first year registration target was achieved in the first three months
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Revenue model

Platform revenue (recurring)

Services revenue (non-recurring)

Over revenue (non-recurring)

Plexure revenue breakdown

Non-

recurring

Recurring

License fee

 Fixed monthly fee depending on functionality (fees are currently 

based on number of stores and modules selected)

Usage fee

 Scaling monthly fee based on platform usage (typically active 

user and activity based)

Support fee

 Fixed scaling monthly fee

Managed service fee

 Fixed monthly fee to have full-time resources dedicated to the 

client account

Integration fee

 Time and materials (i.e. hourly rates)

Funded development fee

 Time and materials (i.e. hourly rates)

Consulting service fee

 Time and materials (i.e. hourly rates) for defined projects or 

timeframes to support the client

 Other revenue refers to the reimbursement of travel costs 

incurred by Plexure in servicing existing clients

Non-

recurring

64%
61%

67%
35%

38%

33%

2%

1%

1%

FY18 FY19 FY20

Platform revenue Services revenue Other revenue

$11.4

$16.8

$25.3
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Sales model and marketing strategy

Plexure’s proposition has been developed to align with the needs of leading consumer brands

Newsletters Thought leadership

Social mediaNew website launched

Webinars

Marketing strategy activities targeted towards building brand awareness to elevate the 

Company’s profile and generation of engaged prospects

► Active thought leadership

► Development of content digital assets (eBooks, white papers, video and case studies) to 

showcase value proposition

► Webinars and virtual events

► Digital advertising (Google and LinkedIn) targeted at key regions and verticals

► Personalised campaigns targeting specific prospects and incorporating bespoke content

US-based sales team with an enterprise sales approach to drive Plexure’s strategy

► Evaluation of target prospects against a pre-determined criteria to ensure a good fit and 

qualification, followed by direct outreach to key people via LinkedIn and other personal and 

business networks

► Attendance at conferences, trade shows and industry events (virtually or in-person 

depending on COVID restrictions)

► Tailored and targeted direct outreach utilising relevant industry case studies and metrics 
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Four element growth strategy

Connecting consumers with physical stores offering targeted personalised offers to consumers via their 
mobile devices, redeemable in the physical store

Customer expansion

Innovation

New verticals and 

geographies

Scale and productivity

Win: Bring more customers onto the 

platform

Grow: Drive higher redemption and 

transaction volumes through the 

platform

Expand: Encourage clients to adopt 

more of the portfolio as they mature 

digitally

Product, price and offer 

recommendations utilising AI and 

ML

AI-driven fraud detection and 

security practices

Store positioning and trade area 

recommendations using location 

data

Grocery: Expand presence within this large market 

through targeting enterprise grocers across U.S., Europe 

and Asia

UK & Europe: Set up UK sales and marketing function 

to service European Union

Invest in platform reengineering and optimisation to deliver productivity and margin gains

Plexure has a healthy pipeline of enterprise level new customer leads across the Grocery, QSR and Entertainment sectors. 
COVID-19 delayed progression of deal flow for a period of 6 months with new customers now expected in FY22
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Key Management

Craig Herbison

CEO & Director

Craig is an internationally 

experienced leader with over 20 

years of digital and brand 

marketing, business 

transformation, sales and 

corporate leadership 

experience

Andrew Flavell

Chief Technology Officer

Andrew is a strong 

technical leader with 

extensive overseas 

experience. He joins 

Plexure from Nike where 

he was VP of Architecture 

and VP of Nike+ Brand. 

Andrew also spent 14 

years at Microsoft and 

holds a Masters Degree 

and a Doctorate from the 

University of Tokushima

Richard Fraser

Chief Product Officer

Richard brings over 20 years’ 

international commercial 

experience from the telco, 

content, digital media and 

consumer technology sectors 

across UK, Europe, US, South 

America, Middle East, Africa 

and Asia

Andrew Dalziel

Chief Financial Officer

Andrew has worked in a range 

of CFO and senior financial 

roles with strong experience in 

publicly traded businesses. 

More recently Andrew has 

specialised in working with 

technology start ups

Caroline Knowles

Chief Operating Officer

Caroline is an internationally 

experienced business leader, 

having worked across a broad 

range of marketing, strategy, 

sales, operational and 

business development 

roles. She has worked with a 

number of big brands in 

France, UK and NZ including 

LÓreal, British Airways, 

American Express and 

Vodafone

27
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Phil Norman Craig Herbison Sharon Hunter Brian Russell Robert Bell Jack Matthews

Independent Non-Executive 

Chairman

Phil is a specialist in business 

services for high growth 

companies. He was the founding 

Chairman of Xero, one of NZ’s 

most successful technology 

companies of recent times

CEO & Director

Craig is an internationally 

experienced leader with over 20 

years of digital and brand 

marketing, business 

transformation, sales and 

corporate leadership experience

Independent Non-Executive 

Director

Sharon is an experienced 

company director and 

entrepreneur, chair of Cranleigh 

New Zealand, and independent 

director of The Skin Institute 

Group

Independent Non-Executive 

Director

Brian has 27 years of experience 

in artificial intelligence and 

machine learning, global 

technology commercialisation, 

venture financing and innovation

Independent Non-Executive 

Director

Robert has broad experience in 

finance, operations and sales 

across numerous sectors. Most 

recently he was a Director of 

HRV, before facilitating the sale 

of the business in 2017

Independent Non-Executive 

Director

Jack has broad governance and 

senior management experience 

across the technology and media 

sectors. Jack is currently 

Chairman of MediaWorks, and 

Non-Executive Director at Chorus

Board
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Year ended 31 March 2020 Historical Forecast

NZ$('000) Notes FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21

Platform revenue 7,270 10,273 16,816 19,029 

Services revenue 1 3,958 6,416 8,205 9,924

Other revenue 178 139 229 -

Total revenue 11,405 16,828 25,251 28,953

Cost of sales (2,760) (3,168) (6,473) (8,983)

Gross profit 8,645 13,660 18,778 19,970

Employment and contractor expenses (5,261) (8,134) (12,816) (21,288)

Business development expenses (542) (881) (1,540) (1,006)

Office expenses 2 (288) (396) (526) (597)

Other expenses (1,637) (2,015) (2,277) (3,082)

Total operating expenses (7,728) (11,426) (17,157) (25,973)

Other income 192 - 14 81 

Adjusted EBITDA 1,109 2,234 1,635 (5,922)

Non-operating expenses 3 (100) 9 803 (365)

EBITDA 1,009 2,243 2,438 (6,286)

Pro forma income statement

Pro forma adjustments

 Adoption of NZ IFRS-15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers and NZ IFRS-16 Leases

 Eliminating the impact of the convertible notes issued in FY17 and converted in FY19

 Incremental costs of listing on the ASX

 Impact of the Offer including capital raised and Offer costs, and the capital structure in place 

following the IPO

Revenue

 Pro forma revenue is primarily made up of platform and services revenue

‒ Platform revenue is recurring revenue, representing ~67% of FY20 total revenue

‒ Services revenue is predominately non-recurring revenue, representing ~32% of FY20 

total revenue

Gross margin

 Cost of sales predominately relates to IT costs required to support Plexure’s platform that is 

licensed to its clients

 Majority of revenue is attributable to McDonald’s, where contracts are largely store based, 

meaning an increase in user activity may not result in an increase in revenue, but will result in 

increased cost of sales

 Additionally, Plexure is transitioning parts of its platform between cloud providers to modernise 

its platform to drive lower costs per user. This dual running cost is expected to carry into 

FY21F

Expenses

 Employment and contractor expenses are Plexure’s largest operating cost and represented 

74.7% of total operating expenses in FY20

Commentary

Note: (1) Services revenue includes the impact of adopting NZ IFRS-15; (2) Office expenses, depreciation and net finance income / (expense) includes the impact of adopting NZ IFRS-16; (3) Non-operating items include foreign exchange losses in 

FY18, foreign exchange gains and loss on disposal of leasehold improvements in FY19 and foreign exchange gains in FY20
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Key pro forma financial metrics

Year ended 31 March 2020 Historical Forecast

NZ$('000) FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21

Financial metrics

Pro forma revenue growth n.a. 47.5% 50.0% 14.7%

Platform revenue as a % of total revenue 63.7% 61.0% 66.6% 65.7%

Cost of sales as a % of platform revenue 38.0% 30.8% 38.5% 47.2%

Pro forma gross profit margin 75.8% 81.2% 74.4% 69.0%

Employment and contractor expenses as a 

% of total revenue 
46.1% 48.3% 50.8% 73.5%

Business development expenses as a % of 

total revenue 
4.8% 5.2% 6.1% 3.5%

Pro forma Adjusted EBITDA margin 9.7% 13.3% 6.5% (20.5)%

Full-time equivalents and contractor 

numbers

Permanent New Zealand full-time 

equivalents 
26 48 114 172 

Permanent Overseas full-time equivalents 4 4 13 13 

Contractors 13 17 12 5 

Total permanent full-time equivalents and 
contractors 43 69 139 190

Revenue movement

 Pro forma revenue CAGR of 37.8% from FY18 to FY21

‒ Historical growth largely driven by new McDonald’s markets, 

signing of White Castle and related services revenue

‒ No new customers included in FY21 forecast but Company 

pursuing multiple opportunities

Gross margin

 Historically, Plexure’s gross profit margin is 75-80%

 Decline in FY21 gross margins is largely due to an increase in cost 

of sales, in line with user numbers, and the charging of customers 

based on store numbers and redemptions rather than usage

 The Company is now seeking to execute contracts based on users 

to align revenue and costs

Adjusted EBITDA margin

 Decrease in EBITDA margin for FY21F primarily due to the lower 

gross profit margins and increased headcount (per below), 

reflecting Plexure’s investment in people to support product 

innovation, client support and expansion

FTE and contractor numbers

 Plexure is forecast to add an additional 51 permanent full-time 

equivalents and contractors in FY21, with 42 of the 51 expected to 

be added to the Technology function, and the other 9 to reflect 

further investment in sales and support capability to drive and 

manage new client growth

Commentary
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Pro forma operating expenses

Significant investment in people to support long-term growth across new clients and platform development

% of revenue

Employment & contractor expenses 46% 48% 51% 74% 

Business development expenses 5% 5% 6% 3% 

Office expenses 3% 2% 2% 2% 

Other expenses 14% 12% 9% 11% 

► Increase FTE from 139 in FY20 

to 190 in FY21

► 42 of the additional 51 FTE 

growth from FY20 to FY21 will 

be in the Technology business 

unit reflecting Plexure’s 

intention to further develop its 

platform to support the addition 

of new clients

► 9 of the additional 51 FTE 

reflects further investment in 

sales and support capability to 

drive and manage new client 

growth

► Business development 

expenses relate to travel and 

marketing costs incurred in 

relation to generation of sales 

leads and opportunities

► The increase in office expenses 

predominantly relates to the 

Company’s move to new office 

premises in November 2018

FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21
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Offer details

Placement size and

structure

 Fully underwritten institutional placement to raise approximately A$30.0 million (Placement)

 Approximately 26.5 million new shares to be issued, equivalent to 19% of Plexure’s current shares on issue (New Shares)

Offer price

 Placement will be conducted at A$1.13 (NZ$1.20) per New Share (Offer Price), which represents a 

‒ 23% discount to the last closing price of NZ$1.55 on 10 November 2020

‒ 20% discount to the 10-day VWAP

SPP

 Non-underwritten share purchase plan (SPP) to raise up to A$4.7 million (NZ$5.0 million)

 Eligible shareholders in New Zealand will be invited to apply for up to NZ$50,000 of New Shares free of any brokerage, 

commission and transaction costs

 The price of the SPP will be the Offer Price

 The SPP opens on 13 November 2020 and the offer document and application form in respect of the SPP will be sent to 

eligible shareholders on that date

Ranking  New Shares issued under the Placement and SPP will rank equally with existing Plexure shares

Underwriting
 Placement is fully underwritten by Bell Potter Securities Limited and Ord Minnett Limited

 SPP is not underwritten

Commitments
 McDonald’s Corporation has committed to participate in the Placement to maintain its 9.9% shareholding, and will receive a 

subsequent top-up of New Shares following the results of the SPP, to its 9.9% shareholding

Note: Totals may differ due to rounding.

The corresponding NZ$ price to the final price was determined based on the NZ$/A$ foreign exchange rate as at 3.00pm (NZDT), Tuesday, 10 November 2020 from the Reserve Bank of New Zealand website 

(http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/statistics/b1).

http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/statistics/b1
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Sources and uses of funds

Sources and uses of funds

Sources A$m Uses A$m

Placement 30.0 Staffing to support customer expansion 10.1

SPP 4.7 Staffing to support innovation 4.6

Staffing to support new verticals & geographies 6.9

Staffing to support scale & productivity 2.0

Costs of the offer 2.8

Working capital 8.3

Total sources 34.7 Total uses 34.7

Note: Totals may differ due to rounding.

The corresponding NZ$ price to the final price was determined based on the NZ$/A$ foreign exchange rate as at 3.00pm (NZDT), Tuesday, 10 November 2020 from the Reserve Bank of New Zealand website 

(http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/statistics/b1).

http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/statistics/b1
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Indicative timetable

Description Date (2020)

SPP Record Date 5.00pm, Tuesday, 10 November

Trading Halt and Bookbuild opens Wednesday, 11 November

Bookbuild closes Thursday, 12 November

SPP opens and Plexure resumes trading on the NZX Friday, 13 November

Settlement of Placement and SPP closes Tuesday, 24 November

Trading commences on the ASX (under ticker PX1) Wednesday, 25 November

Settlement and issue of shares under SPP Friday, 27 November

Note: The timetable is indicative and may change without notice. Unless otherwise stated, all times are Auckland, New Zealand time.
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Key risks

Key risk factors affecting Plexure

Topic Summary

Client concentration

Plexure’s client base includes one major client in the form of the global corporation McDonald’s. In FY20, 95% of revenue came from 

McDonald’s Corporation’s various global affiliated entities, development licensee and McDonald’s Japan. Accordingly, the financial 

performance of Plexure is dependent on the relationship with McDonald’s Corporation and/or McDonald’s Japan.

COVID-19 business risk

The impact of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) on the Company’s operations is developing on an ongoing basis. While the Company’s business 

has been reasonably resilient to the effects of COVID-19, if any of its suppliers, clients, consumers or employees are impacted in some way, 

this could impact the Company’s ability to operate effectively and/or the effectiveness of its products in driving results for clients, which could 

ultimately have an impact on the Company’s financial performance.

Failure to attract new clients 

and to retain existing client

The success of Plexure’s business relies on its ability to attract new clients and to increase revenue from existing clients. Plexure primarily 

generates revenue through large global multi-national companies. Attracting new clients can be a long sales process with no guarantee of 

success until a contract is signed. Reasons that clients may be slow to adopt the Plexure products include (but are not limited to):

• preference for the products of competitors, where they exist, due to familiarity with those products or for various other reasons; and

• new Plexure products failing to perform to expected standards.

Plexure’s clients have no obligation to renew their service offering when their contract terms end. Plexure cannot guarantee that all or any of 

its clients will renew their current service offering after the completion of their contract terms. Certain client contracts may also be terminable 

by the counterparty for convenience. Accordingly, there is a risk that clients reduce or cease usage of Plexure’s products, which would result

in a reduction in the level of payments they make to Plexure, including revenue characterised as recurring revenue. However, as noted above, 

due to the nature of the contractual relationship with McDonald’s under the Software as a Service Agreement and the contract with 

McDonald’s Japan, it is an individual decision of the contracting entity in each jurisdiction on whether to continue the relationship or not, being 

a total of 60 contracting entities (one country has two contracting entities).

There is typically a long sales cycle in the sale of the Plexure solution and involves significant resource. In addition to the failure to achieve 

revenue from new clients, the Company may incur significant expense in trying to secure clients and be ultimately unsuccessful.
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Key risks (cont’d)

Key risk factors affecting Plexure

Topic Summary

Competition and new 

technologies

There are a number of organisations that compete both directly and indirectly with Plexure’s products and service offering. While Plexure is a 

leading provider of mobile customer engagement solutions with a unique proposition in the market combining offers, loyalty, analytics and 

mobile ordering, some of Plexure’s competitors may have or may develop competitive advantages over Plexure. The market share of Plexure’s 

competitors may increase or decrease as a result of various factors such as securing large new clients, developing new technologies and 

adopting pricing strategies specifically designed to gain market share. These competitive actions may reduce the prices that Plexure is able to 

charge for its products and services or reduce Plexure’s activity levels, both of which would negatively impact the financial performance of 

Plexure.

Data loss, theft or corruption

Plexure processes large volumes of confidential data, including within the European Union and the United Kingdom which is subject to the 

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), and the United States. The Company’s business could be materially disrupted by data breaches 

which may impact the security of information and data concerning the Company and/or its clients. This could occur through theft, unauthorised 

access or malicious attacks on the company’s systems, products or processes (e.g. hacking), unauthorised disclosure of confidential customer 

information (including exploitation of data) or loss of information (e.g. system problems). While the Company undertakes measures to prevent 

and detect the occurrence of such security breaches, there is a risk that any measures taken may not be sufficient to prevent or detect 

unauthorised access to, or disclosure of, such confidential or proprietary information, and any of these events may cause significant disruption 

to Plexure’s business and operations.

Reliance on third party 

service providers

Plexure relies on certain contracts with third-party service providers to facilitate the use of Plexure’s products. Any failure or disruption to the 

service provided from the third-party service providers that Plexure’s business relies on to efficiently operate could negatively impact Plexure’s 

operating and financial performance. Plexure also requires third-party licensing of certain software, and the license holders might choose not to 

renew the license or might choose to change the existing license terms.

Pricing

Plexure primarily generates revenue by charging a fixed monthly license fee to its clients based on both the type of product as well as monthly 

usage of the platform. Upon expiry of their contracts, Plexure’s clients may attempt to renegotiate contract terms for more favourable price 

discounts or terms which, if agreed, would result in a direct reduction in the payments they make to Plexure and would have a negative impact 

on Plexure’s financial performance.
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Key risks (cont’d)

Key risk factors affecting Plexure

Topic Summary

Future profitability could be 

impacted by a number of 

factors

Plexure’s ability to operate profitably in the future will depend in part on whether it is able to effectively utilise its own direct sales force and/or 

develop an international distribution network on appropriate terms. 

Additionally, the majority of revenue is attributable to McDonald’s, where contracts are largely store based (restaurant), meaning an increase in 

user activity may not result in an increase revenue, but will result in increased cost of sales. Plexure is planning to renegotiate its pricing model 

with McDonald’s to align costs and revenue. 

If Plexure fails to successfully renegotiate its pricing model, or fails to penetrate, or further penetrate, the global market for its products, Plexure 

may never be profitable.

Reliance on key personnel

Plexure relies heavily on its existing key management personnel. The departure, or inability to attract and retain, key management personnel 

could negatively affect the Company’s ability to reach its goal and there is no guarantee that Plexure could attract a suitably qualified 

replacement.

Need to attract and retain 

skilled staff

Plexure is reliant on staff with specialist skills to maintain and develop its products and services. There is a risk that the Company may not be 

able to attract and retain skilled staff of be able to find effective replacements for them in a timely or cost-effective manner, which could 

materially impact the Company’s ability to operates its business and its financial performance.

Disruption or failure of 

technology and software 

systems

Plexure and its clients are dependent on the performance, reliability and availability of Plexure’s platform, data centres and communication 

systems. There is a risk that thee systems may be adversely affected by disruption, failure, service outage or data corruption, which if occur, 

could cause Plexure to suffer client and revenue loss, material harm to reputation and/or significant expenditure to restore functionality.

Protection of intellectual 

property

The value of Plexure’s products is partly dependent on Plexure’s ability to protect its intellectual property. There is a risk that Plexure may be 

unable to detect the unauthorised use of Plexure’s intellectual property in all instances. 

Breach of third party 

intellectual property rights

There is a risk that third parties may allege that Plexure’s products use intellectual property derived from them or from their products without 

their consent. Plexure may be the subject of claims that could results in disputes or litigation, which could result in the payment of monetary 

damages, cause delays and increase costs, which in turn could have an adverse impact on Plexure’s operations, reputation and performance.
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Key risks (cont’d)

Key risk factors affecting Plexure

Topic Summary

Brand and reputation

The reputation and brand of Plexure and its products are important in attracting large global organization to use Plexure’s products. Any 

reputational damage or negative publicity around Plexure or its products could adversely affect Plexure’s client relationships, general business 

and ultimately its performance.

Failure to effectively manage 

growth

Plexure expects further organic growth in the future, which could place significant strain on current management, operational and financial 

resources as well as the infrastructure supporting Plexure’s platform. Plexure’s future success depends, to a certain extent, on Plexure’s ability 

to effectively manage this growth.

Country / region specific 

risks in new and/or unfamiliar 

markets

Plexure has clients located in overseas jurisdictions and is exposed to a range of different legal and regulatory regimes. As Plexure expands 

its presence into international jurisdictions, Plexure is subject to the rusks associated with doing business in the relevant jurisdictions, which 

may have political, legal and economic instability or less sophisticated legal and regulatory systems and frameworks.

Data privacy issues

Privacy laws around the world continue to develop and impose greater burden on businesses when dealing with personally identifiable 

information. While Plexure has adopted and implemented certain security protocols and systems to protect third party data that it obtains or 

collects, failure to protect data in accordance with applicable laws can result in penalties, damage to brand, etc. which if occur, would 

adversely impact Plexure’s financial position.

Acquisitions and other 

investments by Plexure may 

not be successful

As part of its growth strategy, Plexure may attempt to acquire businesses from time to time, While Plexure will take every effort to ensure that 

any completed acquisition is successfully integrated and benefits realised, there can be no assurance that Plexure will be successful in 

realising the anticipated benefits and synergies of any business it acquires. In addition, there is a risk that Plexure will overestimate the value 

of acquired businesses and therefore overpay. These factors may adversely impact Plexure’s financial performance.
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Australia

This Presentation has not been registered with the Australian securities and Investments Commission. This Presentation is only available for review by persons who meet the requirements of section 708(8) or
section 708(11) of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) as either a professional investor or sophisticated investor, or the requirements of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) as a wholesale client.

New Zealand

The contents of this Presentation have been prepared to comply with Australian regulatory requirements and they are not a product disclosure statement for the purposes of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013
(the FMCA).

The contents of this Presentation are provided on behalf of Plexure Group Limited (NZ Company Number 244518 / ARBN 605 696 820) for information purposes and are provided so that you may consider an
invitation to participate in the proposed Offer. The contents of this Presentation are provided to you on the basis that you are, and you represent and warrant that if you are in New Zealand you are, a “wholesale
investor” (as defined in the FMCA).

United States

This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States. The New Shares to be offered and sold in the Offer have not been, and will not be,
registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (the Securities Act) or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, in the United
States unless the New Shares have been registered under the Securities Act (which the Company has no obligation to do or procure) or are offered or sold pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not
subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States.

Hong Kong

WARNING:

This Presentation has not been, and will not be, registered under the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32) of Hong Kong, nor has it been authorised by the Securities and
Futures Commission in Hong Kong pursuant to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of the Laws of Hong Kong (the "SFO"). No action has been taken in Hong Kong to authorise or register this
document or to permit the distribution of this document or any documents issued in connection with it. Accordingly, the ordinary shares that will be offered under the Offer (“New Shares”) have not been and will not
be offered or sold in Hong Kong other than to "professional investors" (as defined in the SFO and any rules made under that ordinance).

No advertisement, invitation or document relating to the New Shares has been or will be issued, or has been or will be in the possession of any person for the purpose of issue, in Hong Kong or elsewhere that is
directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to New Shares that are
or are intended to be disposed of only to persons outside Hong Kong or only to professional investors. No person allotted New Shares may sell, or offer to sell, such securities in circumstances that amount to an
offer to the public in Hong Kong within six months following the date of issue of such securities.

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any Hong Kong regulatory authority. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer. If you are in doubt about any contents of this document, you
should obtain independent professional advice.

Foreign jurisdictions – selling restrictions
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Singapore

This Presentation and any other materials relating to the New Shares have not been, and will not be, lodged or registered in Singapore with the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Accordingly, this document and any
other document or materials in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of New Shares, may not be issued, circulated or distributed, nor may the New Shares be offered or sold, or
be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore except pursuant to and in accordance with exemptions in Subdivision (4) Division1, Part XIII of
the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the "SFA"), or as otherwise pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of any other applicable provisions of the SFA.

This Presentation has been given to you on the basis that you are (i) an existing holder of the Company’s shares, (ii) an "institutional investor" (as defined in the SFA) or (iii) an "accredited investor" (as defined in the
SFA). In the event that you are not an investor falling within any of the categories set out above, please return this document immediately. You may not forward or circulate this document to any other person in
Singapore.

Any offer is not made to you with a view to the New Shares being subsequently offered for sale to any other party. There are on-sale restrictions in Singapore that may be applicable to investors who acquire New
Shares. As such, investors are advised to acquaint themselves with the SFA provisions relating to resale restrictions in Singapore and comply accordingly.

United Kingdom

Neither this Presentation nor any other document relating to the Offer has been delivered for approval to the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and no prospectus (within the meaning of Section 85
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended ("FSMA")) has been published or is intended to be published in respect of the New Shares.

The New Shares may not be offered or sold in the United Kingdom by means of this document or any other document, except in circumstances that do not require the publication of a prospectus under Section 86(1)
of the FSMA. This document is issued on a confidential basis in the United Kingdom to "qualified investors" (within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation (2017/1129/EU), replacing Section 86(7)
of the FSMA). This document may not be distributed or reproduced, in whole or in part , nor may its contents be disclosed by recipients, to any other person in the United Kingdom.

Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of Section 21 of the FSMA) received in connection with the issue or sale of the New Shares has only been communicated or caused
to be communicated and will only be communicated or caused to be communicated in the United Kingdom in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the Company.

In the United Kingdom, this document is being distributed only to, and is directed at, persons (i) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) (investment
professionals) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 ("FPO"), (ii) who fall within the categories of persons referred to in Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (high net worth companies,
unincorporated associations, etc.) of the FPO or (iii) to whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated (together "relevant persons"). The investments to which this document relates are available only to, and any
offer or agreement to purchase will be engaged in only with, relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.

Foreign jurisdictions – selling restrictions (cont’d)
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